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Abstract: Open Data is defined as digital data that is made available with the technical and legal characteristics necessary to be freely used, reused, and redistributed by anyone, anytime and anywhere. Examples of Open Data can be data on mobility or pollution, which an increasing number of cities are making available to citizens. In education, the novel field of Open Data has the potential of empowering a young generation with digital skills and critical thinking through work with real-life Open Data. However, the scarcity of methods and tools for skills development and insertion into educational designs reduces the possibility of achieving this potential. This study is part of the project ODECO, aimed at addressing challenges in the creation of Open Data ecosystems in several contexts, such as education. A systematic mapping review was conducted to uncover the research connections between Open Data education and educational games. Twenty-eight studies were identified and analysed through iterative searching and including keywords related to Gamification, Open Data and Education. In doing this, relevant themes and novel approaches in the current literature were found. This paper discusses how the fields of Open Data education and educational games methodologically and theoretically contribute to outline a game-based approach for Open Data in education. An Open Data Gamified Education Framework leads to authentic learning experiences for real-world problem solving in relation to eight actions: connecting classroom activities to real facts, empowering students to act with Open Data, supporting technical Open Data skills in the classroom, building literacy and developing skills, enhancing civic participation, creating more realistic and appealing narratives, extending teaching outside the classroom by collecting data in real time and local settings, and increasing engagement and motivation.
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1. Introduction and background:

In recent years, the field of Open Data research has expanded into a growing number of research domains, such as policy studies and education (Conradie & Choenni, 2014; Sieber & Johnson, 2015). Open Data strategies are now seen in several different contexts, such as local governments making openly available datasets on social and technical aspects of the city and therefore permitting citizens to freely use, modify and share them (van Loenen et al., 2021). Although Open Data might enhance transparency and accountability in fair and innovative societies, current systems are focused on the data release process, lacking awareness on how Open Data is useful and valuable to users (Bachtiar et al., 2020; Hellberg & Hedström, 2015; van Loenen et al., 2021; Veljković et al., 2014). In order to counter current challenges, there is an increasing call for strengthening a user-centred perspective connected to a broader public engagement (Conradie & Choenni, 2014; Kassen, 2013; Prieto & Rodriguez, 2012; Robinson et al., 2009; Shadbolt et al., 2012; van Loenen et al., 2021). However, the integration of several interest groups implies the development of new Open Data approaches and skill sets. Users need to have the appropriate skills and competencies to use and modify available Open Data and understand what kind of perspectives it opens (Conradie & Choenni, 2014; Kassen, 2013; Prieto & Rodriguez, 2012; Shadbolt et al., 2012).

To assure the inclusive development of Open Data, The International Open Data Charter suggests engaging with schools to incorporate Open Data into educational curricula (International Open Data Charter, 2015). Although previous experiments using Open Data in education have shown how Open Data contributed not just to developing digital capabilities but also to enhancing 21st century skills on students, these have also elaborated on a lack of approaches for implementation (Coughlan, 2019; Saddiqqa et al., 2019a; Saddiqqa et al., 2021a; Atenas et al., 2015). Despite current challenges, there are indications that lead to authentic learning experiences (Herrington et al., 2014) and active learning theories (Romero et al., 2014).

Game-based Learning (GBL) is grounded in active learning methodologies and encourages learning activities by building on engagement and challenges (Romero et al., 2014). Educational games help to make the knowledge that is abstract and common for experts more concrete and embedded in a situation (Gee, 2006). Authentic learning is a pedagogical approach that situates learning tasks in the context of future use, helping students to transfer robust knowledge to real-life practice (Herrington et al., 2014). One of the main focus points in the
development of science game formats over the past 20 years has been how the medium of games can introduce new approaches to authentic science education (Gee, 2003). Prime examples of this are profession simulation games that simulate some of the objectives and environments of a specific profession by using the technology, tools and/or methods of that profession. As a result, the medium of games has been used to create environments with simulations of complex real-world situations, where students must think like professionals and solve problems in innovative ways, just as professionals do (Clinton & Rieber, 2010; Oh, 2011; Shaffer & Gee, 2005). The authentic approach has been extended in recent years with the so-called scientific discovery games or citizen science games, where gamers contribute to real world research as part of gaming (Cooper et al., 2010; Good & Su, 2011).

The research aim of this paper is to explore the novel field of Open Data education and the connection to educational games to outline a game-based approach for Open Data in education. A systematic mapping review was conducted to understand how connections between the two fields have been explored and to outline potentials for future development of Open Data gamified education. This study is part of the Marie Skłodowska-Curie Innovative Training Network ODECO, which is aimed at addressing challenges in the creation of user driven, circular, skill-based and inclusive Open Data ecosystems (ODECO – Towards a Sustainable Open Data ECOsystem, 2021).

2. Methods:

A systematic mapping review method (Grant & Booth, 2009) was applied to map out and categorise existing literature that connects Open Data education and educational games. The process involved three steps. Firstly, defining the scope of the review and defining keywords; secondly, identifying potential studies through literature searches and thirdly, determining the studies to be included in the in-depth review. The review was conducted across the Scopus database (Scopus, 2022).

The following figure provides an overview of the steps, and findings of the systematic mapping review process. Three search sets were defined to map different components and possible relations within the fields. An initial review led to 62 records, after applying inclusion criteria, this number was reduced to 28 studies. According to Gough et al. (2003) an in-depth review of each study was made to analyse them following a process of screening and categorisation.

![Figure 1: Overview of systematic mapping review process and findings](image)

2.1 Systematic mapping review process:
The systematic mapping review process started defining the scope. With the aim of capturing different perspectives in current literature between Open Data education and educational games. This review looked at exploring the connection between three topics: Open Data, Education and Gamification. Keywords were chosen based on a screening of concepts that are referred to in primary research articles in this new field. The following keywords were chosen:
Table 1: Keywords used for searches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 1:</th>
<th>Topic 2:</th>
<th>Topic 3:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Data</td>
<td>School</td>
<td>Gamification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Datasets</td>
<td>Classroom</td>
<td>Game-based learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Educational resource</td>
<td>Games</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Iterations of searches with various combinations of keywords and screening of titles and abstracts were conducted to enable an overview of the field and ensure the identification of the maximum number of articles showing different connections between Open Data education and educational games. Considering the exploratory aim of the systematic mapping review, three search sets were established to explore different approaches to the field: (1) **Open Data and Education**, (2) **Open Data and Gamification**, and (3) **Open Data, Education and Gamification**. The following table shows the process and results of the conducted literature searches:

Table 2: Literature searches: process and results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Set</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Open Data and Education</td>
<td>Final search considering article title</td>
<td>&quot;Open Data&quot; AND school OR classroom OR &quot;educational resource&quot;</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Open Data and Gamification</td>
<td>Final search considering article title</td>
<td>&quot;Open Data&quot; AND Gamification OR &quot;game based learning&quot; OR games</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Open Data, Gamification and Education</td>
<td>Final search considering article title, abstract and keywords</td>
<td>&quot;Open Data&quot; AND school OR classroom OR &quot;educational resource&quot; AND gamification OR &quot;game based learning&quot; OR games</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A literature review identified 62 potential studies. Initially, duplicated records were excluded, and inclusion criteria were considered in order to align the results with the research aim. Regarding standards of records, inclusion criteria led to excluding conference reviews and systematic reviews but considering primary studies. Although the systematic mapping review aimed at exploring connections between Open Data education and educational games, it was important to include studies where Open Data was directly involved. These final criteria led to the exclusion of 8 papers where Open Data was not directly related to the research aim presented in the study. For example, one of the excluded papers presented the learning effectiveness of gamification in a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) about Open Data but not using Open Data (Castillo-Abdul et al., 2021).

Hereby, 28 studies including articles, conference papers and book chapters were considered for screening of abstracts and articles.

3. Results

The 28 reviewed articles were reviewed in-depth to analyse different approaches and perspectives in relation to three search sets, **Open Data and Education**, **Open Data and Gamification**, and **Open Data, Gamification and Education**. Different themes within the search sets were identified. Results created an overview of this novel field and helped to identify how Open Data education and educational games are related and contribute to the discussion of a game-based approach for Open Data in education. Results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Results, taking into consideration the search set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search set</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Data and Education</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Connecting classroom activities to real facts (Radchenko &amp; Sakoyan, 2014) (Selwyn et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Empowering students to act with Open Data (Berrio-Zapata &amp; Santana, 2015) (Saddiqa et al., 2019a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Supporting technical Open Data skills in the classroom (Badioze et al., 2021) (Chicaiza et al., 2017) (Piedra et al., 2015) (Saddiqa et al., 2019b) (Saddiqa et al., 2021b) (Watson, 2017) (Vallejo-Figueroa et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Data and Gamification</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Building literacy and developing skills (Suarez, 2015) (Stato et al., 2021) (Baker et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Enhancing civic participation (Handler &amp; Ferrer Conill, 2016) (Wolff, 2017) (Bradley, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Data, Gamification, and Education</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Extending teaching outside the classroom by collecting data in real time and local settings (Dickinson et al., 2015) (Hsu et al., 2011) (Siriary et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increasing engagement and motivation (Chen et al., 2014) (Chiotaki &amp; Karpouzis, 2020) (Da C. Júnior et al., 2015) (Vargianniti &amp; Karpoouzis, 2020)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Open Data and Education

Three themes were identified: (1) Connecting classroom activities to real facts (2) Empowering students to act with Open Data, and (3) Supporting technical Open Data skills in the classroom. This search set evidence the strong requirement of mechanisms or tools for integrating Open Data into educational designs developing and supporting skills and capacities to exploit Open Data.

1. Connecting classroom activities to real facts: Two articles explored the potentials and limitations of using Open Data in educational curriculums. Open Data was highlighted as a relevant educational resource when considering that it provides information about real facts (Radchenko & Sakoyan, 2014; Selwyn et al., 2016). Nevertheless, articles showed the need for further research on different technical, organisational and social barriers surrounding the use of Open Data in schools. For example, teachers and students lack skills and school administrators need guidelines. Articles suggested connecting to external developers to overcome current barriers.

2. Empowering students to act with Open Data: Articles elaborated on the relevance of Open Data, not just in providing information about the reality but in giving an input for transforming it. Saddiqa et al. (2019a) experimented on using local Open Data in the classroom, firstly to help students understand real facts, and secondly, to come up with ideas to improve their communities. Furthermore, Saddiqa et al. (2021b) and Berrio-Zapata & Santana (2015) elaborated on the importance of developing skills and competences beyond digital skills, such as the ability to understand local and global issues, and critical and scientific thinking to assess and select open datasets.

3. Supporting technical Open Data skills in the classroom: The literature showed a close relation between the capacities needed among students and teachers for managing Open Data, and possible tools to support them. Firstly, the articles focused on identifying open datasets for school subjects such as maths, science, and geography through mining techniques, interfaces and online communities (Chicaiza et al. 2017; Piedra et al. 2015; Vallejo-Figueroa et al. 2018; Saddiqa et al., 2021b). Secondly, the articles presented experiments with tools facilitating the use of Open Data in the classroom. Badioze et al. (2021) proposed PETS Robots called i-COMEL and the ThinkSpeak server, to collect and share data in a Solar System school class. Watson (2017) proposed helping students to create visualisations using the software TinkerPlots. Finally, Saddiqa et al. (2019b) focused on the development of an EAORE Open Data interface to help teachers and school administrators to achieve requirements of Danish public schools.

3.2 Open Data and Gamification

The different themes in this search set exemplify strengths in connecting Open Data together with games: (1) Building literacy and developing skills, (2) Enhancing civic participation, and (3) Creating more realistic and appealing narratives. Even though an educational aim was not always considered in these studies, Open Data and gamification implicitly supported educational purposes.
1. Building literacy and developing skills: The literature presented the use of games for building data literacy and decision making with Open Data. Suarez (2015) presented two games designed to develop Open Data and decision making skills for disaster management. Stato et al. (2021) worked on an online collaborative digital game to introduce players to Open Data, raise awareness and develop Open Data literacy among public servants, and Baker et al. (2017) elaborated on an Open Data game for developing decision-making skills.

2. Enhancing civic participation: The literature showed the potential use of Open Data games to enhance civic participation. Handler & Ferrer Conill (2016) analysed a case aimed at engaging journal readers. They showed that by using Open Data and game mechanisms, there was increased user autonomy, competence and contextual relatedness in readers. Moreover, Wolff (2017) presented a board game called DataScape to promote citizen engagement for smart cities. In DataScape, Open Data is initially used to help citizens understand their context, later the game dynamic motivated them to create, collect and share Open Data. Finally, Bradley (2009) demonstrated how to engage citizens in scientific experiments with a web-based game where players try to match molecules to various forms, creating collective knowledge and leveraging Open Data.

3. Creating more realistic and appealing narratives: Open Data helped to make entertainment game narratives more realistic and appealing (Barros, 2019; Edler, 2018; Roa-Valverde, 2014; Warren & Champion, 2014). Although games generated with Open Data did not have an explicit educational purpose, some of them facilitated learning, such as a game built with historical and spatial Open Data which implicitly led gamers to learn about cultural heritage (Warren & Champion, 2014).

3.3 Open Data, Gamification and Education

In this search set, articles presented studies connecting Open Data education and educational games. The two identified themes relate to the previous findings and scope in two areas. Firstly, the connection of classroom education to real facts and local context and secondly, the potential of increasing engagement and motivation in school education.

1. Extending teaching outside the classroom by collecting data in real time and local settings: Three studies have shown the use of games, through connecting school activities and learning tasks with real life settings and Open Data. Games enabled data collection in real time, which strengthened data literacy and skills among students (Dickinson et al., 2015; Hsu et al., 2011; Siriaray et al., 2018). For example, a game helped students to collect environmental data while walking to the school (Dickinson et al., 2015), while another game motivated students to navigate their city, collect data about their historical heritage and compare it to Open Data (Hsu et al., 2011).

2. Increasing engagement and motivation: Articles presented Open Data games used in the classroom to teach cultural aspects of their local context (Chen et al., 2014; Da C. Júnior et al., 2015) and environmental matters (Chiotaki & Karpouzis, 2020; Vargianniti & Karpouzis, 2020). Educational games using or collecting Open Data were used to increase engagement and motivation among students.

4. Discussion

A systematic mapping review was conducted to understand how the fields of Open Data education and educational games have been explored and to outline potentials for future development of Open Data gamified education. During the systematic mapping review, 28 articles were found and 8 themes were identified.

An Open Data Gamified Education Framework, presented in the following figure, highlights that a game-based approach for Open Data education can lead to authentic learning for real-world problem solving by addressing eight actions that connect the fields of Open Data Education and Educational Games: (1) Connecting classroom activities to real facts, (2) Empowering students to act with Open Data, (3) Supporting technical Open Data skills in the classroom, (4) Building literacy and developing skills, (5) Enhancing civic participation, (6) Creating more realistic and appealing narratives, (7) Extending teaching outside the classroom by collecting data in real time and local settings, and (8) Increasing engagement and motivation.
Figure 2: Open Data Gamified Education Framework

Education for real-world problem solving requires situating the learned knowledge in a different context building new meanings and constructing new worlds (Gee, 2006). An Open Data Gamified Education can create a new authentic context and realistic tasks based on Open Data. Acquiring a new language, skills and competences for collection, interpretation, and exploitation of Open Data in a local context can be achieved by using realistic and appealing narratives, and enhancing professional activities in a gamified environment. On the other hand, while technical skills might be supported by several gamified tools or mechanisms, educational games might lead to developing soft skills and competences to act with Open Data.
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